cabin fever

Cabin Capital, USA
By Danielle Taylor

the adirondacks have their great camps, and the
Rockies boast many grand log lodges, but if it’s downhome country cabins you’re after, head for the Smokies.
Bridging the border of North Carolina and Tennessee,
the Great Smoky Mountains base their identity largely
on this most American of homes, and the national park
within contains the largest number of historic log buildings in the East. Each year, more than 10 million visitors
to the region learn about its log-cabin heritage and discover how that tradition survives into the modern day.
Drive down any main street or country road in
the area and you’ll spot cabins used for many purposes. Gatlinburg spotlights a number of log wedding chapels, Sevierville features a log-cabin spa,
Pigeon Forge boasts a full log resort, and all three
serve up a slew of log-cabin pancake restaurants.
Even Dollywood Amusement Park has a replica of
singer Dolly Parton’s childhood cabin, as well as
several dozen rental cabins for visitors.
All of these modern interpretations derive from
the humble homes built by the area’s early settlers.
Thanks to a controversial move by the National Park
Service in the 1920s and ’30s, today’s visitors can still
enjoy many of these original structures.
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The Great Smoky Mountains region celebrates its log heritage.

ABOVE: One of several log wedding chapels in the Smokies, the Little Log Chapel in
Gatlinburg has married as many as 45 couples in a single day.
RIGHT: Pancake houses are nearly as iconic as log cabins in the Smokies, and this Gatlinburg favorite draws rave reviews for its hearty menu, friendly staff and country decor.

the surrounding areas. Visitors can see
many of these original cabins by traveling the park’s many scenic driving trails,
which feature striking natural beauty to
enhance the rustic architecture.

Celebrated Cabins
One notable homestead is the Walker Sisters’ Place, located in the northern end of
park’s Little Greenbrier Valley. Five spinster
sisters lived together in the 926-square-foot
cabin, with the much-used kitchen consuming more than half of the space. They
became well known for rejecting much of
the modernization that came to the area
and steadfastly clung to the older, self-reliant
ways of life they had been raised to value.
▼Circle 016 on Free Information Card
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Changing Landscape

ABOVE: Noah “Bud” Ogle, great-grandson of Gatlinburg’s first settlers,
established a well-preserved farm that park visitors can still explore.
TOP: The Great Smoky Mountains Heritage Center, located in Townsend, Tennessee, preserves important historical relics, such as the
Cardwell cabin, built between 1892 and 1895.
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Prior to the arrival of the logging industry in the early
1900s, most local residents were homesteaders who
made their living off the land. A distinctive Appalachian
culture developed, characterized by music, handcrafts,
dialects and a self-sufficient way of living. Many of the
mountain communities were set in pristine forests, largely isolated from the outside world. Once loggers began
clear-cutting the forests, both the natural landscape and
the culture that emerged from it were in grave risk of
being lost forever.
Recognizing the inherent value of both, the federal government stepped in and bought up thousands
of privately owned tracts of land to halt the progression of logging and preserve the physical and cultural
landscape. Many locals and visitors, concerned about
the area’s future, aided the federal effort and provided funds for the purchase of the land. Many local
landowners resisted the forced relocation, but today,
most of the original residents and their descendants
acknowledge the critical role the park played in saving
all that they held dear.
Nearly 80 historic log structures have been preserved within the park. Untold others can be found in
www.loghomeliving.com

www.loghomeliving.com
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Ephraim and Minerva Bales and
their nine children lived in this
small dogtrot cabin, now located
along the Roaring Fork Motor
Nature Trail inside the park.
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Many of the mountain
communities were set
in pristine forests,
largely isolated from
the outside world.
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When park representatives came knocking in 1933, the sisters flat-out refused to
move from their family’s long-held land.
In order to avoid a publicity circus, the
park agreed to let the sisters stay and later
bought the land in exchange for a lifetime
lease, which ended when the last sister
passed away in 1964.
In the center of downtown Gatlinburg, the Martha Ogle cabin still stands
as the first house built in the town.
Before William Ogle died in 1803, he
cut and hewed the logs he intended
to use to make a cabin for his family. After becoming a widow, Martha
briefly moved away to live with family
members, but she ultimately returned
and built the cabin her husband lovingly
began for her and their seven children.
Another place that celebrates the
www.loghomeliving.com

region’s cabin heritage is the Great
Smoky Mountains Heritage Center in
Townsend, Tennessee. Among its attractions are several relocated and restored
cabins and barns from the area.
Most historic cabins in the Smokies
were built in the Appalachian style, which
features logs with flat-hewn inner and
outer surfaces, upper and lower surfaces
that retain the natural contours of the log,
wide strips of chinking and dovetail corners. This design, developed by the region’s
German, Scotch-Irish, English and Scandinavian settlers, improved the homes’ longevity in the snow- and rain-prone climate.
Many of these cabins still stand a century
or more after their construction.
Today, locals and visitors alike live
or vacation in log cabins, though many
are contemporary versions of their
hand-hewn forebears. Recognizing the
area’s log-cabin heritage, as well as the
number of resident log craftsmen, a
dozen or so log-home companies have
made their headquarters here. Potential log-home owners from across the
country make the pilgrimage to learn
about the Smokies’ log-cabin past and
present. Although it is no longer the
isolated mountain territory it once was,
its log-cabin tradition thrives.
www.loghomeliving.com
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